Please take a moment to read and answer the following questions.

- Do YOU take the health and safety of your employees SERIOUSLY?
- Are YOUR staff adequately trained & competent to do their jobs safely?
- If there was a serious accident on your site could YOU honestly prove that YOU have done everything reasonable to prevent it happening?

If you have answered ‘NO’ to any of the above questions YOU need to read on.....

Natural Safety Solutions is a Health and Safety consultancy based in Bridgend South Wales, providing cost effective support and advice to all corners of the UK, Ireland and beyond.

Benefits of using Natural Safety Solutions

- 1-2-1 personal competent support - You will always have the same named consultant.
- No call centres or remote advisers – Your personal advisor will work with you to understand and support your business.
- Peace of mind for directors and owner managers that your legal compliance is being professionally addressed.
- A choice of contracts; Pay as you go or split costs to help your cash flow.
- Tailored documents for your business to cover your specific risks, no generic manuals and meaningless forms.
- Same day phone and email response as far as reasonably possible, plus agreed face-to-face time to support you and your team.
- Reduced insurance costs and external support costs – no expensive overheads to pay;
- Reduced risks and a motivated workforce;
- Lower employee absence and turnover rates;
- Fewer accidents and reduced costs for damages;
- Lessened threat of legal action;
- Enhanced standing among suppliers and partners;
- Superior reputation for corporate responsibility among investors, customers and communities;
- Increased productivity, because employees are healthier, happier and better motivated.

Cost effective & pragmatic support for your business
The success of Natural Safety Solutions projects and client based consultancy work is built upon ensuring a clear understanding of clients’ requirements and close liaison with the clients’ team at every stage of the project. This ensures a smooth project from conception to completion.

Commitment to the client; added value and continuous improvement are the three main drivers of my company mission. Natural Safety Solutions systems are built around recognised standards such as PAS99:2006, ISO9001:2008, ISO14001:2004 and OHSAS18001:2007.

Natural Safety Solutions has extensive industrial involvement with numerous organisations focussing on Health, Safety, Environmental, Quality and Behavioural based culture change management.

Natural Safety Solutions is known for innovative ideas and expertise enabling the provision of cost effective, pragmatic solutions to satisfied clients. Natural Safety Solutions does this by applying the latest technical and commercial knowledge to the clients’ best interests.
What we do

A vastly experienced Health and Safety consultancy capable of designing and implementing a wide range of projects to suit your needs. From basic risk assessments and safe systems of work, to complexed OHS / Fire and environmental management systems. I can also support you with the enforcing authorities (HSE / EA) at your invitation.

Behavioural Based Safety (BBS) & Organisational Culture Improvement

The aim is to assisting clients to continually improve their health and safety performance. Our innovative behavioural safety training, support and on-going coaching will help you to develop bespoke behavioural safety approaches and techniques that are proven to work. Ask to see our specific BBS brochure.

Training & Coaching

Offering bespoke and accredited in-house & public health and safety training services. All of our training services include a free training needs analysis meeting with you, to ensure that the training is right for your organisation and people; Tailored materials, guides and presentations branded to your organisation’s format at your request.

Audits & Inspections to fully certified ISO standards

Providing expert “lead auditor” health, safety and environmental (SHE) audits to ISO14001 and OSH18001 principles. Natural Safety Solutions understand that a fresh pair of eyes is often beneficial to help businesses ensure that there are no legal or best practice gaps in how their health and safety is managed. A health and safety audit and evaluation can focus on a single subject area, or we can apply a corporate third party audit across a number of sites.
Small Business Consultancy Packages
Natural Safety Solutions understand the challenges that small business owners and managers face. Trying to juggle efficiency, costs and quality, whilst also considering the health and safety of employee is extremely difficult. With a wide range of health and safety consultancy packages & audit services, ranging from small one-off jobs, to full outsourcing package, Natural Safety Solutions has a cost effective solution for you. Ask to see our specific SME consultancy packages brochure.

Sustainability & environmental consultancy
Natural Safety Solutions provide a broad range of services to help public and private sector organisations to characterise, assess, quantify and manage their relationship with the natural environment. Enabling you to prepare for a changing climate comprising corporate governance and mandatory legal requirements.

Accident investigation and action plan development
Finding the cause of accidents and incidents and acting on their causes will prevent or reduce the possibility of them re-occurring and can have a huge benefit on many aspects of a business such as:

- Increased moral; Reduction in down time; Reduction in claims and a Reduced risk of prosecution

Undertaking any workplace accident investigation and reporting of any accident or incident in compliance with the RIDDOR regulations on your behalf.

OHS Management system design & Implementation
Working with you to develop a health & safety management system at for your business to recognised ISO standards at your request. Whether you operate in one location or are a multi-national, we will work with you, providing health and safety training in your industry to develop a management system and associated documentation tailored to your occupational needs.
Testimonials

Here are a range of client endorsements that show our spread of services across corporate organisations to SMEs. If you can't find a case relevant to you, please contact me directly and I will source a relevant reference for you.

“Very knowledgeable in his field. Committed and passionate and takes his role very seriously. Ensuring that any job Craig is given is carried out and seen through until the end. Highly recommended”
Claire Hughes - Operations Manager at G4S

"Professional and very knowledgeable in all aspects of developing and implementing safety systems and making sure they are understood by the people using them. Natural Safety Solutions provided us with one to one support during the implementation of the new compliance systems to ensure that they were actually understood and used."
Martyn Lovell - Can Recycling Site Manager Alcoa

“Through Craig’s constant attention to detail, very high standards and positive encouragement HMP & YOI Parc achieved the British Safety Council Sword of honour for the first time in 2010 which was a very rare and immensely gratifying achievement! Even when the pressure was on Craig still maintained very exacting standards of which we all benefitted greatly from.
It’s very simple, if Craig can lead a team of just 4 including himself, to motivate a Category B prison with over two thousand staff and prisoners to achieve the highest safety award on the globe, of which only 40 are awarded annually, I’m positive he would make a huge difference in achieving your health and safety goals!”
Steve Rawson - Director at Rift Security Services

"First class Health, Safety and Environmental professional, with unwavering attention to detail, technical skills and expertise which was second to none. In the time I worked with Craig I found him to be focused but always on hand to give sensible expert opinion. Natural Safety Solutions (Craig) would prove to be an asset to any project he gets involved in."
Steve Morgan Chartered FCIPD - Mental Health Advocate at Merthyr and the Valleys Mind
Some of the organisations Natural Safety Solutions have recently worked with

ALCOA
SCOTT
G4S
GSK
Virgin

Telephone: 07580255819
Website: www.naturalsafetysolutions.co.uk
Email: info@naturalsafetysolutions.co.uk

Find us on the following e-media websites.
Just type in ‘NATURAL SAFETY SOLUTIONS’ or ‘CRAIG DAVIES’ and the information and / or profiles will appear.
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